Terms of Use

KosIsland offers its services under the following terms of use that the visitor / user of this site’s
pages requested to read carefully and to proceed to a visit / use of the pages / services of
KosIsland.gr only if it accepts them completely.

PROEM

KosIsland offers to the visitors/users of KosIsland.gr a richly collection of services, pages,
options or even sources including various communication tools, e-commerce services,
electronic spaces of mass access and users communication, services/pages of personal
character and content. In the pages of KosIsland.gr are many forms of advertising. The existing
and any new services included in KosIsland.gr subject to these terms of use, unless explicitly
stated otherwise. The visitor / user of the services of KosIsland.gr understands and accepts that
all the pages / services provided «as is» and KosIsland.gr disclaims any liability related to the
limited time, the erase, the bad performance or the inability to storage users electronic data or
even any content of personal pages / services.
The visitor / user have the responsibility for accessing at KosIsland.gr services and the access
may require paying taxes to third parties (eg internet service providers, charging time in
internet). The visitor/user has the exclusive responsibility to pay these taxes. Also, the
visitor/user is exclusively responsible for his personal equipment with the necessary
technological means that allow him the access in the services of KosIsland.gr.

REGISTRATION

If the visitor/user wants to register in KosIsland.gr services agrees to: a) provide true, accurate,
reliable and complete information about the data requested by KosIsland.gr in the relative
applications for access in its content / services and b) maintain and meticulously inform its
registration data in order to keep true, accurate, reliable, update and complete.

MEMBERSHIP ACCOUNT

KosIsland.gr provides at its users membership’s services, after accepting the terms of use of
this site and complete their registration. Once the visitor / user completes the registration
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process set by KosIsland.gr, he will receive confirmation of personal code (password) access
and the name of use (user name) that himself had specified. The members remain exclusively
responsible for all acts performed under the personal password, name, and generally use their
account (user account). Members agree to immediately notify KosIsland.gr on any unauthorized
use of their account and any action or / and possible security breach. Also, members are
exclusively responsible for the careful use of their account and their formal exit from their
account at the end of each use (Logout). KosIsland.gr is not responsible for any damage or
injury resulting from the inability of the members to respect and follow this clause. After creating
the account, deleting it is not possible.

DEONTOLOGY OF MEMBERS

It is mutually agreed and understood that although KosIsland.gr provides to the users /
members the necessary technological infrastructure and tools for posting / publishing of content,
all information, data, texts, graphics, photographs, images, music files, videos, messages and
all content, whether publicly displayed or transferred private, remains at the exclusive
responsibility of the natural or legal person from which the content comes. This means that the
user/member is exclusively person in charge for any and all content display, publish, send,
transfer or otherwise make available through the services of KosIsland.gr. It is not possible
KosIsland.gr, because of its bulk, to check the total contain that is been placed by its users /
members at its service of its site, therefore it does not guarantee the accuracy, the integrity, the
legality, or the quality of such content. The user / member understand and accept that by using
the services of KosIsland.gr may be exposed to content offensive, immoral or illegal. In no case
can be considered responsible KosIsland.gr, for any error or omissions in any content, or for
any injury or damage resulting from the use of any content displayed, sent, transferred or
otherwise made available by users / members in the services KosIsland.gr. In case that
KosIsland.gr receives notice that any content cause moral damage or other damage in third
person has the right to proceed in the direct deletion of this content and at the same time to stop
the operation of the user’s / member’s account who violates the terms of this.
Users / members agree not to use the services of KosIsland.gr for:
· Set, publish, post, transfer or use another method to install content that is illegal, harmful,
menacing, offensive, damaging, libelous, violent, insulting, racist or otherwise unacceptable,
violates the personality and other’s personal data causes feelings of hatred and / or any other
criminal offense recommended.
· Harm minors in any way.
· Imitation of any legal or natural person or a false statement about the identity of the user /
member or misleading statement about the relationship and / or cooperation of the user /
member with another person or entity.
· Alteration or any other vitiation of the identifications of the users / members in order to mislead
for the origin of the content transmitted through the services of KosIsland.gr.
· Set, publish, post, transfer or use any other method for installing content from a person that
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hasn’t the right to dispose the specific content by low or under a confidential relationship.
· Set, publish, post, transfer or use any other method to install software or content of any form
(text, image, audio, video, animation) that violates any literary property rights of any person
(including trade secrets).
· Set, publish, post, transfer or use any other method to install unsolicited or unauthorized
advertising or other promotional content, to sent spam and unbidden from the receiver e-mails
and any other form of unwanted content.
· Set, publish, post, transfer or use any other method for installing or / and forwarding or / and
placing content that contains digital viruses or any other electronic code, files or programs
designed to interfere, destroy or limit the functioning of any software or electronic equipment
computers or telecommunications equipment.
· Interference in the services or disruption of the services or servers or the networks connected
to the services of KosIsland.gr, or disobedience of conditions, of procedures and rules of use of
these networks.
· Violation, with or without intention, of any local, national, European, international law or / and
any rule that has legislative power and concerns or/ and cover any service of KosIsland.gr.
· Harassment in any way of the private life and personal and social rights of other users /
members (such as collection and / or storing personal data of other users / members)
· The user / member of KosIsland.gr understands and accepts that KosIsland.gr does
pre-screening content it does not make preliminary check of the content, but that KosIsland.gr
and its qualified associates maintain the right (and no the obligation) of the exclusive choice to
denial setting / publishing or transfer or deleting any content that is available through the
services of KosIsland.gr. Also, KosIsland.gr and its qualified associates maintain the right to
delete any content that violates the present terms of use. The user/member comprehends and
accepts that he must evaluate and be responsible for any risk that may involve the use of any
content, including any of his decision to based on the correctness, the plenitude, or / and the
usefulness of any content. In this sense, the user / member comprehends and accepts that can
not be based on the content created by KosIsland.gr or deboned for setting on this, including
the information that is available in KosIsland.gr, the chat rooms, the users’ pages and all the
other services of KosIsland.gr.
The user/member comprehends and accepts the international nature of internet and obligates to
respect and adheres to the local rules of deontology of each state. Specifically, the user /
member obligate to faithfully follow the law that’s about the transmission of data from Greece
and Europe to third countries.

GRANT PERMISSION FOR ADVERTISING

The user / member that use the services of KosIsland.gr to display or / and publish information,
data, texts, graphics, photos, images, music files, videos, messages, gives the permission to
KosIsland.gr, for as long as the content is part of the services of KosIsland.gr, to use the space
that the content it’s been set for advertisement. Also the user / member that sets or / and
publishes information, data, texts, graphics, photos, images, music files, videos, messages
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consents that KosIsland.gr can set or / and publish advertisements at the relevant pages and
services.

DAMAGE COMPENSATION

The user/member comprehends and accepts that has the exclusive responsibility to
compensate KosIsland.gr and its co-operators for any legal dispute appears between it and
others because of the content that he had for setting, publishing, or other transfer by
KosIsland.gr services.

START-STOP OPERATION OF SERVICES

KosIsland.gr has the right to modify or / and discontinue temporarily or permanently some or all
of its services with or without notice to the users / members.
ATTENTION: The member’s account is deleted automatically after the passing of 6 months not
using any service. After deleting the is free so it can be bound by any new member.

PERMANENCE

The user/member comprehends and accepts that KosIsland.gr has the exclusive right
discontinue the use of the access codes in its services or / and discontinue the availability of its
content to users / members that it believes they have violated the letter and spirit of these terms
of use.

RIGHTS OF INTELLECTUAL AND INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY – SIGNALS

Except the expressly reported exceptions (copyright of third, co-operators and carriers), the
entire contents of KosIsland.gr, including images, graphics, photographs, drawings, texts,
services and generally all the files on this website, are intellectual property, registered signals
and signals of KosIsland.gr services and protected by the relevant provisions of Greek law,
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European law and international conventions and treaties. Therefore none of those is not for
sale, copy, modification, reproduction, and republication or to upload, to transmit or to distribute
by any way.
Excluding the case of a single storage of one and only copy, part of the content in a plane
personal computer, for personal and no public or commercial use and without deleting their
KosIsland.gr indication, without offended in any way the relative rights of intellectual and
industrial properties. All the rest products or services listed in the pages of this site and have the
signal of the respective organizations, companies, partners carriers, associations or publications
are their intellectual and industrial property and therefore they are their responsibility. The
user/member comprehends and accepts that he has no right to reproduce, copy, sell, resell or /
and commercially exploit in any manner all or part of the contents of KosIsland.gr.

RESTRICTION OF RESPONSIBILITY

Given the nature and volume of Internet, under any circumstances, including the case of
negligence, KosIsland.gr is not responsible for any damage that the visitor / user has by using
by his own initiative the pages, services, options and content of KosIsland.gr.
The contents of KosIsland.gr provided «as is» without any warranty expressed or and implied in
any way. In the biggest degree and by low KosIsland.gr disclaims all warranties expressed or
and implied including, but not limited to it, those, that involve the merchantability and the
appropriateness for a particular purpose. KosIsland.gr does not guarantee that the pages,
services, choices and content will be provided uninterrupted, without error and that errors will be
corrected. KosIsland.gr also does not guarantee that the same or any other related site or the
servers through which they are available to users / members do not contain "viruses or other
harmful components. KosIsland.gr in any case does not warranty the correctness,
completeness or and the availability of contents, pages, services, options or their results. The
cost of potential corrections or services it goes to the visitor / user and in no case at
KosIsland.gr.

EXCLUSION OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR INFORMATION / TIPS

The content and information contained in KosIsland.gr constitute an offer to the visitor / user of
KosIsland.gr and to the general community of Internet users and their not given in any case to
be considered as valid information or / and advices neither are concealing in any case any
exhortation for the company or not specific acts. KosIsland.gr undertakes the collection,
processing and distribution of its content but without in any case to guarantee the integrity,
completeness, adequacy and general suitability of it and the absence of any errors more
because of its very big volume as well as the participation of other entities (natural or legal
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persons) in its primary production and collection. Therefore, visitors / users of KosIsland.gr,
using its services by their own initiative, take the responsibility to cross check the given
information.

LINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES

KosIsland.gr is not checking the availability, the content, the protection of personal data policy,
the quality and the services’ completeness of other web sites and pages that it referred through
"links", hyperlinks or advertising banners. Therefore, for any problem comes up by their visit /
use, the user has to go directly to the respective web sites and pages, which are totally
responsible for their services. KosIsland.gr in no case it should be considered that adopts or
accepts the content or the services of the web sites and pages in which it indicts or that it
relates with them in any other way.

APPLICABLE LAW AND OTHER TERMS

The above terms and conditions of use KosIsland.gr, as well as any of their modification,
governed and complemented by the Greek law, the European Union law and the relevant
international treaties. Any provision of above terms comes against the law, stops rightfully to
have validity and it removes from the present, without in any case to affect the validity of the
other conditions. The present constitutes the total agreement between KosIsland.gr and the
visitor / user of its pages and services and commits only those. No modification of these terms
should be taken in mind and be a part of this agreement, unless it’s expressed by writing and
incorporated in it.
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